SECTION 2: CHINA’S CYBER ACTIVITIES
Introduction
Since the Commission’s 2012 Annual Report to Congress, strong
evidence has emerged that the Chinese government is directing
and executing a large-scale cyber espionage campaign against the
United States. This section—based on discussions with cybersecurity experts and U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) officials
and independent research *—provides an overview of this evidence,
examines developments in Chinese cyber policy, and explores potential U.S. actions and policies to deter and mitigate future Chinese cyber theft and improve U.S. cyber policy development and
implementation.†
Mounting Evidence of the Chinese Government’s Active
Role in Cyber Espionage
Detailed Technical Information Released on Chinese Cyber
Activities
In February 2013, Mandiant, a private U.S. cybersecurity firm,
published a report providing detailed technical information regarding the activities of a cyber threat group, which Mandiant refers
to as Advanced Persistent Threat 1. According to the report, the
group likely is the 2nd Bureau of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) General Staff Department’s Third Department, also known
as Unit 61398. Mandiant assesses Unit 61398 since 2006 has penetrated the networks of at least 141 organizations, including companies, international organizations, and foreign governments. These
organizations are either located or have headquarters in 15 countries and represent 20 sectors, from information technology to financial services. Four of these sectors are among the seven strategic emerging industries the Chinese government prioritized for
development in its 12th Five-Year Plan (2011 to 2015). 81 percent
of the targeted organizations were either located in the United
States or had U.S.-based headquarters. Through these intrusions,
the group gained access to ‘‘broad categories of intellectual prop-
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* In 2013 the Commission held a roundtable on U.S.-China cybersecurity issues on July 11
and sponsored a report on the economic and security implications of cloud computing development in China, which the Commission published on September 5. Leigh Ann Ragland et al.,
Red Cloud Rising: Cloud Computing in China (Vienna, VA: Defense Group Inc. for the U.S.China Economic and Security Review Commission, September 2013). http://origin.www.uscc.gov/
sites/default/files/Research/Red%20Cloud%20Rising_Cloud%20Computing%20in%20China.pdf.
† For discussion of China’s cyber strategy and actors, see U.S.-China Economic and Security
Review Commission, 2012 Annual Report to Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 2012), pp. 147–151; Bryan Krekel et al., Occupying the Information High
Ground: Chinese Capabilities for Computer Network Operations and Cyber Espionage (Falls
Church, VA: Northrop Grumman Corporation for the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
Commission, March 2012). http://origin.www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Research/USCC_Report_
Chinese_Capabilities_for_Computer_Network_Operations_and_Cyber_%20Espionage.pdf.
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erty, including technology blueprints, proprietary manufacturing
processes, test results, business plans, pricing documents, partnership agreements, and e-mails and contact lists from victim organizations’ leadership.’’ 1
In its report, Mandiant states Unit 61398 is responsible for conducting computer network operations,* specifically the gathering of
strategic and economic intelligence on targets in the United States
and Canada, as well as targeting organizations whose primary language is English in other countries.2 Aside from Unit 61398, the
Third Department has another 11 operational bureaus, three research institutes, four operations centers, and 16 technical reconnaissance bureaus.† 3 Not all of these organizations are directing
their actions against the United States, and there are no public reports available about their role in China’s cyber espionage campaign.4
According to the Wall Street Journal, on the same day Mandiant
published its report, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
and the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation shared hundreds of
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses used by Unit 61398 with U.S.
Internet service providers to help them defend their customers
against cyber intrusions. Mandiant gave the U.S. government advance notice of the release of its report on Unit 61398; this may
have been a factor in the timing of the government’s sharing of the
IP addresses.5
In April 2013, the Verizon RISK Team, a cybersecurity unit within private U.S. telecommunications company Verizon, published its
annual Data Breach Investigations Report.6 The report presents
analysis of 621 cases of ‘‘confirmed data disclosure,’’ which Verizon
defines as ‘‘any event resulting in confirmed compromise (unauthorized viewing or accessing) of any non-public information,’’ that
occurred in 2012. Eighteen governmental and private organizations
from the United States, Europe, Malaysia, and Australia provided
the information about these cases. Verizon categorized 19 percent
of the intrusions as espionage carried out by ‘‘state-affiliated actors.’’ It identified 96 percent of the intrusions conducted by stateaffiliated actors as originating in China.7
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Chinese Cyber Espionage against U.S. Critical
Infrastructure
In July 2013, a threat researcher at Trend Micro, a private
Japanese cybersecurity firm, claimed he had detected a Chinese
cyber intrusion, commencing in December 2012, of a honeypot.‡
* Computer network operations are ‘‘comprised of computer network attack, computer network
defense, and related computer network exploitation enabling operations.’’ Bryan Krekel et al.,
Occupying the Information High Ground: Chinese Capabilities for Computer Network Operations
and Cyber Espionage (Falls Church, VA: Northrop Grumman Corporation for the U.S.-China
Economic and Security Review Commission, March 2012), p. 115. http://origin.www.uscc.gov/
sites / default / files / Research / USCC_ Report_ Chinese_ Capabilities_ for_Computer_ Network_ Opera
tions_ and_ Cyber_ %20Espionage.pdf.
† Technical reconnaissance bureaus are administratively subordinate to the PLA General Staff
Department’s Third Department but are attached to the PLA’s service arms and provide direct
support to operational units through signals intelligence and computer network operations.
‡ A honeypot is part of a honeynet, which is a fake or diversionary computer network designed
to draw in an adversary in order to identify the adversary or give the adversary false information. Honeynets can provide intelligence regarding adversaries’ ‘‘tools, tactics, and motives.’’ The
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Chinese Cyber Espionage against U.S. Critical
Infrastructure—Continued
He created the honeypot to resemble the industrial control system of a water plant in the United States. The researcher attributed the intrusion to Unit 61398, based on forensic analysis.8 If
true, this suggests Unit 61398 is collecting intelligence on critical infrastructure in addition to other targets. Such activities
are consistent with PLA doctrine, which explains that one function of wartime computer network operations is to ‘‘disrupt and
damage the networks of [an adversary’s] infrastructure facilities,
such as power systems, telecommunications systems, and educational systems.’’ 9 Some PLA strategists also have suggested
China should develop the capability to paralyze ports and airports by cyber or precision weapon attacks on critical infrastructure.10
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U.S. Department of Defense for the First Time Attributes
Cyber Espionage to China
In May 2013, DoD for the first time directly accused the Chinese
government and military of cyber espionage against U.S. networks.
DoD’s 2013 Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China states: ‘‘In
2012, numerous computer systems around the world, including
those owned by the U.S. government, continued to be targeted for
intrusions, some of which appear to be attributable directly to the
Chinese government and military.’’ The report then states, ‘‘China
is using its computer network exploitation capability to support intelligence collection against the U.S. diplomatic, economic, and defense industrial base sectors that support U.S. national defense
programs.’’ 11
U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel said addressing Chinese
cyber espionage primarily requires dialogue between the U.S. and
Chinese governments behind closed doors, but he added, ‘‘It has to
be public as well.’’ 12 Publicly attributing cyber intrusions to the
Chinese government and military in the DoD report is a significant
step for the U.S. government. Previous DoD documents and statements had acknowledged cyber espionage ‘‘emanated’’ or ‘‘originated’’ from China but stopped short of attributing those operations
to the Chinese government and military. For example, DoD’s 2012
report to Congress stated: ‘‘Computer networks and systems
around the world continued to be targets of intrusions and data
theft, many of which originated within China.’’ 13 In a press briefing following the release of the 2012 report, then acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for East Asia David Helvey said, ‘‘We
have concerns about a number of computer network operations and
activities that appear to originate from China that affect DoD networks.’’ When asked whether he was referring to the Chinese government, he said, ‘‘I didn’t specify the attribution.’’ 14
Honeynet Project, ‘‘Short Video Explaining Honeypots.’’ http://old.honeynet.org/misc/files/Honeynet
Web.mov.
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Beijing Issues Routine Denials of the Allegations by
Mandiant and DoD
When confronted with public accusations from the United
States about its cyber espionage, Beijing attempted to refute the
evidence, in part, by pointing to the anonymity of cyberspace and
the lack of verifiable technical forensic data. The Chinese government’s statements were similar to its responses to previous
foreign allegations of cyber espionage.15
In a press conference on the day after Mandiant released its
report, a spokesperson for China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs
said, ‘‘Groundless speculation and accusations regarding hacker
attacks, for various purposes, is both unprofessional and irresponsible and it is not helpful for solving the problem.’’ He also
emphasized cyber attacks are a serious problem for China.16 In a
press conference the next day, a spokesperson for China’s Ministry of National Defense denied that the PLA supports hacking.
He argued Mandiant’s allegations are without merit, because,
among other reasons, hackers frequently use third-party IP addresses to conduct cyber attacks.17
In response to the allegations regarding China’s cyber espionage activities in DoD’s 2013 report to Congress, a Ministry of
Foreign Affairs spokesperson said China is ‘‘strongly against any
form of hacking activities’’ and called the charges ‘‘baseless.’’ 18
Evidence of a Cyber Campaign against U.S. Press
There is growing evidence the Chinese government is conducting
a cyber espionage campaign against U.S. media organizations.
China likely seeks to use information acquired through these intrusions to (1) shape U.S. press coverage of China by intimidating
U.S. journalists’ sources in China, and (2) gain warning about negative media coverage of China before it is published.19
• In January 2013, the New York Times reported Chinese cyber
actors had gained access to its computer network in September
2012 and had conducted activities inside the network for the
next four months. The intrusions appeared to focus on the email account of a reporter investigating the assets of family
members of outgoing Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao. The New
York Times hired Mandiant to investigate the intrusion, which
Mandiant attributed to a China-based cyber threat group it refers to as Advanced Persistent Threat 12. The New York Times
reported, ‘‘The attacks started from the same university computers used by the PLA to attack United States military contractors in the past.’’ 20
• The New York Times also reported Chinese cyber actors conducted an intrusion into computers at Bloomberg News in 2012
following Bloomberg’s investigation of the assets of then Chinese Vice President Xi Jinping’s relatives.21
• Following the New York Times’ revelations, the Wall Street
Journal and the Washington Post reported their networks also
had been penetrated by hackers, with evidence in both cases
implicating cyber actors based in China.22 In the Wall Street
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Journal intrusion, the hackers targeted personnel reporting on
China.23
New Information Emerges about 2009 Intrusion into Google’s
Network
In May 2013, the Washington Post reported Chinese cyber actors
in 2009 infiltrated a Google database containing information regarding Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court orders Google had
received.* The hackers seemed to be searching for names of Chinese intelligence operatives whom the U.S. government might be
monitoring. Regarding this intrusion, a former U.S. government official said that were the Chinese government to become aware that
its operatives were being monitored, it could ‘‘take steps to destroy
information, get people out of the country,’’ and perhaps intentionally transmit incorrect information to the U.S. government.24 A
former U.S. Department of Justice (DoJ) official said data breaches
such as this one show ‘‘the overall security and effectiveness of lawful interception and undercover operations is dependent in large
part on security standards in the private sector,’’ which ‘‘clearly
need strengthening.’’ 25
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Defense Science Board Points to Widespread Hacking of U.S.
Defense Designs
The Defense Science Board † warns in Resilient Military Systems
and the Advanced Cyber Threat, an unclassified report published in
October 2012, ‘‘The cyber threat is serious, with potential consequences similar in some ways to the nuclear threat of the Cold
War.’’ The Defense Science Board then assesses DoD ‘‘is not prepared to defend against this threat.’’ 26 In May 2013, the Washington Post published an article describing a classified version of
the report, which lists more than 24 U.S. weapon system designs
the board determined were accessed by cyber intruders. The Washington Post reported, ‘‘Senior military and industry officials with
knowledge of the breaches said the vast majority were part of a
widening Chinese campaign of espionage against U.S. defense contractors and government agencies.’’ The list includes the Patriot
Advanced Capability 3 air defense system, the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense system, the Aegis ballistic missile defense system, the F/A–18 fighter aircraft, the V–22 Osprey multirole combat
aircraft, the Black Hawk helicopter, the Littoral Combat Ship, and
the F–35 Joint Strike Fighter.27
* The intruders also reportedly accessed Google’s source code. Source code is the set of instructions that compose computer software programs. In addition, they attempted to access the email accounts of Chinese human rights activists. This intrusion was part of a broader campaign
targeting over 30 companies that U.S. cybersecurity company McAfee called ‘‘Operation Aurora.’’
Ellen Nakashima, ‘‘Chinese Hackers Who Breached Google Gained Access to Sensitive Data,
U.S. Officials Say,’’ Washington Post, May 20, 2013. http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-0520/world/39385755_1_chinese-hackers-court-orders-fbi; Andrew Jacobs and Miguel Helft, ‘‘Google,
Citing Attack, Threatens to Exit China,’’ New York Times, January 13, 2010. http://
www.nytimes.com/2010/01/13/world/asia/13beijing.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0; and Kim Zetter,
‘‘Google Hack Attack Was Ultra Sophisticated, New Details Show,’’ Wired, January 14, 2010.
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2010/01/operation-aurora/.
† According to its charter, the Defense Science Board submits ‘‘independent advice and recommendations on science, technology, manufacturing, acquisition process, and other matters of
special interest to the DoD’’ to the Secretary of Defense and other senior defense officials. Defense Science Board, ‘‘Charter.’’ http://www.acq.osd.mil/dsb/charter.htm.
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Update on U.S. Department of Justice Indictment of Chinese
Company
In another high-profile example of a Chinese company allegedly
targeting a U.S. company’s intellectual property through cyber espionage, the DoJ in June 2013 filed charges against Sinovel Wind
Group, a Chinese energy firm, alleging Sinovel stole intellectual
property from Massachusetts-based company American Superconductor (AMSC). DoJ charged Sinovel, the deputy director of
Sinovel’s research and development department, a technology manager at Sinovel, and a former employee of a subsidiary of AMSC
with theft of trade secrets and related charges.28
AMSC and Sinovel entered into a business relationship in 2005,
with AMSC selling software, components, and electrical systems to
Sinovel for use in its wind turbines. In the following years, Sinovel
became AMSC’s largest client. However, the Chinese firm in 2011
stopped paying for products that had arrived in China and cancelled existing orders after allegedly stealing source code from
AMSC to reproduce AMSC’s software.29 Media reporting alleges
Dejan Karabasevic, who was working as an engineer for AMSC
Wintec GmbH in Austria at the time, remotely extracted the source
code from a computer in Wisconsin and delivered it to Sinovel by
e-mail.30 According to the company’s chief executive officer, without
sales to Sinovel, AMSC’s revenue declined dramatically, and 50
percent of its 900 employees lost their jobs.31 In early 2012, the
U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation found software alleged to
have been illegally copied from AMSC’s software in a wind turbine
the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority had purchased from
Sinovel. This was a critical factor leading to Sinovel’s indictment.32
AMSC has sought compensation from Sinovel through lawsuits in
China, an effort that is ongoing and has resulted in legal fees for
AMSC exceeding $6 million.33
Chinese Cyber Policy Developments
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United States and China Establish Cyber Working Group
In April 2013, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry announced the
U.S. and Chinese governments would establish a working group to
discuss cybersecurity.34 The Cyber Working Group convened for the
first time in July immediately preceding the latest meeting of the
U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED). Christopher
Painter, the U.S. Department of State’s Coordinator for Cyber
Issues, and Dai Bing, an official from China’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, were the senior representatives for their respective countries at the meeting.35 At the conclusion of the S&ED, the two
sides announced they had ‘‘decided to take practical measures to
enhance dialogue on international norms and principles in order to
guide action in cyber space and to strengthen CERT to CERT
(Computer Emergency Response Team) * coordination and cooperation.’’ 36 James Lewis, director of the Technology and Public Policy
Program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies
* A CERT is an organization that is devoted to preventing and resolving cybersecurity problems and provides information regarding cyber threats and vulnerabilities to government agencies, companies, and other organizations. For an example of a CERT, see US–CERT, ‘‘About Us’’
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Homeland Security). http://www.us-cert.gov/about-us.
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(CSIS), testified to the House Foreign Affairs Committee’s Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific that the July S&ED and Cyber
Working Group meetings ‘‘are an important step that, if it succeeds, will make the situation in Asia more stable.’’ He added, ‘‘We
are looking at a long effort and the S&ED process will need to be
sustained and reinforced.’’ 37
China Shifts on International Law and Cyberspace
In what appears to be a break with the past, China in June 2013
agreed in a United Nations (UN) report that international law,
which includes the law of armed conflict,* extends to cyberspace.
The report states, ‘‘International law, and in particular the Charter
of the United Nations, is applicable and is essential to maintaining
peace and stability and promoting an open, secure, peaceful and accessible [information and communication technology] environment.’’ 38 In addition, China agreed that ‘‘states must meet their
international obligations regarding internationally wrongful acts
attributable to them. States must not use proxies to commit internationally wrongful acts. States should seek to ensure that their
territories are not used by non-state actors for unlawful use of [information and communication technologies].’’ 39 This statement is
based on the contents of the UN’s Articles on Responsibility of
States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, also known as the law of
state responsibility.40 The UN Group of Governmental Experts on
Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications
in the Context of International Security, which includes China, the
United States, Russia, and 12 other countries, agreed on the report’s contents when the group convened in New York.41
James Mulvenon, vice president of Defense Group Inc.’s Intelligence Division, at the roundtable on U.S.-China cybersecurity
issues held by the Commission on July 11, said, ‘‘The Chinese
made a dramatic reversal on their view about how the laws of
armed conflict did not apply to the cyber dimension, which was a
showstopper for DoD about [the department] being involved in any
confidence building measures [with China].’’ 42 While the Chinese
government does not appear to have publicly asserted its stance on
the applicability of the law of armed conflict and the law of state
responsibility to cyberspace prior to the UN report, U.S. experts
and media reports indicate that in the past Beijing has not agreed
that these laws apply to activities in cyberspace.43
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Impact of Snowden Leaks on U.S. Efforts to Stop Chinese
Cyber Espionage
In June 2013, Edward Snowden, a former contractor for the
U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) alleged NSA has conducted
cyber operations against hundreds of Hong Kong and mainland
Chinese targets.44 Addressing Mr. Snowden’s allegations, a
* The law of armed conflict, which is also known as international humanitarian law, includes
principles such as distinction between military and civilian targets, proportionality, military necessity, and limitation. International Committee of the Red Cross, ‘‘The Law of Armed Conflict:
Basic Knowledge,’’ June 2002, pp. 12–14. http://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/law1_final.pdf.
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Impact of Snowden Leaks on U.S. Efforts to Stop Chinese
Cyber Espionage—Continued
spokesperson for China’s Ministry of National Defense said, ‘‘To,
on the one hand, abuse one’s advantages in information technology for selfish ends, while on the other hand, making baseless
accusations against other countries, shows double standards that
will be of no help for peace and security in cyberspace.’’ 45 Despite the Obama Administration’s efforts to distinguish what it
calls ‘‘cyber-enabled economic espionage’’ or ‘‘cyber-enabled theft
of trade secrets’’ from government-to-government espionage,46
some observers expect Mr. Snowden’s allegations to set back U.S.
efforts on U.S.-China cybersecurity issues by at least six months.
Dr. Mulvenon said, ‘‘I don’t really think we’re going to make a
lot of progress for a while. . . . I would say it’s probably going to
delay progress six to twelve months.’’ 47 However, an official at
the U.S. embassy in Beijing told the Commission Mr. Snowden’s
allegations had not affected private discussions with the Chinese
government on cyber theft of intellectual property.
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Developments Related to Chinese Information Technology
Companies
An October 2012 report by the U.S. House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) characterized China’s two largest telecommunication equipment companies, Huawei and ZTE, as
a risk to U.S. national security because they could facilitate intelligence collection by the Chinese government. The report advised
U.S. companies against using products or services provided by
Huawei and ZTE.* 48 During an interview with the Australian Financial Review in July 2013, former director of the Central Intelligence Agency and NSA, General Michael Hayden (Retd.), confirmed and augmented the HPSCI’s findings regarding Huawei.
When asked to verify whether he believed ‘‘it is reasonable to assume that hard evidence exists that Huawei has engaged in espionage on behalf of the Chinese state,’’ General Hayden said, ‘‘Yes,
that’s right.’’ He then added, ‘‘At a minimum, Huawei would have
shared with the Chinese state intimate and extensive knowledge of
the foreign telecommunications systems it is involved with. I think
that goes without saying.’’ 49
Huawei and ZTE continue to issue public assurances that they
do not pose a security threat.50 For example, Huawei’s president
Ren Zhengfei said during his first interview with a media organization in May 2013 that his company would not assist the Chinese
government with collecting foreign intelligence if asked.51
Despite widespread concerns about the national security risks
posed by Huawei and ZTE, Bloomberg reported in August 2013
that the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) authorized
U.S. government agencies to procure a videoconferencing system
produced by ZTE and Prescient, a division within U.S. company
CyberPoint International LLC, in November 2012. According to an
* For more details on the HPSCI report, see U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, 2012 Annual Report to Congress (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
November 2012), p. 164.
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executive at CyberPoint, Prescient produced hardware and software to enhance the security of the system, which was originally
made by ZTE. He said, due to these alterations, it now was a
‘‘Made-in-America product.’’ 52 However, in September 2013, U.S.
Customs and Border Protection concluded the system should still
be considered a Chinese product, because ‘‘the Chinese-origin Video
Board and the Filter Board impart the essential character to the
video teleconferencing server.’’ 53 GSA subsequently took the system off the list of products agencies can buy. Even before the decision, no U.S. agencies had purchased this product.54
In a meeting in May 2013, Commissioners and DoD officials discussed DoD’s interpretation of U.S. law regarding procurement
sources. DoD officials indicated a stricter procurement evaluation
standard that includes sourcing concerns could be applied only to
items on the United States Munitions List. Items outside this list
are judged by a different standard, which some officials believe
might preclude concerns about the origin of products. For example,
items procured for C4ISR * maintenance facilities are not subject to
stricter scrutiny. Commissioners raised concerns that this interpretation of the law was limiting the department’s ability to address
potential risks arising from certain procurement sources. Commissioners urged DoD to expand the purview of the stricter standard
to items beyond the munitions list.
DoD is currently moving in this direction. Section 806 of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2011 is
intended to address the problem, but it has yet to be fully implemented. Section 806 authorizes the Secretary of Defense and the
secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force to reject procurement
sources for information technology on grounds of protecting supply
chain security if they receive a recommendation to do so from
DoD.55 According to a DoD Congressional liaison, as of May, ‘‘DoD
has proceeded to implement NDAA Section 806, beginning with a
number of table-top exercises involving department procurement,
legal, acquisition, engineering, and intelligence experts to expose
any underlying issues with 806 implementation.’’ 56 In addition,
DoD wrote the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
Rule implementing Section 806 and, as of May, the rule was in the
process of interagency coordination.57 These changes to DoD procurement ultimately may provide officials with the flexibility they
need to protect all DoD systems. However, progress has been slow
and the problem the Commissioners highlighted will remain until
the new policy is implemented, potentially posing a threat to national security.
Security Implications of Cloud Computing in China
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‘‘Cloud computing, often referred to as simply ‘the cloud,’ is the
delivery of on-demand computing resources—everything from applications to data centers—over the Internet and on a pay-for-use
basis,’’ according to IBM.58 In Red Cloud Rising: Cloud Computing
in China, a report for the Commission published in 2013, Defense
* C4ISR refers to command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance.
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Group Inc. (DGI) describes several potential cybersecurity concerns
related to China and cloud computing, including the following:
• Microsoft licensed 21Vianet, a Chinese data center services
company, to provide Office 365 and Windows Azure, two cloud
computing products, to customers in China. Microsoft currently
plans to link 21Vianet’s data centers in China to Microsoft’s
data centers in other parts of Asia, Europe, and North America. As a part of this plan, Windows Azure users outside China
could choose to store their data in data centers in China, and
Azure users in China could store their data in other countries.
Domestic Chinese law authorizes the government to ‘‘inspect
the electronic communication instruments and appliances and
other similar equipment and installations’’ of organizations operating in China. If the Chinese government accesses
21Vianet’s data centers, it might then potentially connect to
foreign data centers through the network Microsoft is planning. DGI states, ‘‘This risk can be mitigated by designing the
network with appropriate data segregation and limits on network administrator privileges.’’ 59
• China’s Ministry of State Security (MSS), the country’s main
foreign intelligence collection agency, is closely connected with
the Chongqing Special Cloud Computing Zone. In addition to
being one of the central government agencies to authorize the
establishment of the zone, the MSS has stated it is giving the
zone ‘‘leading guidance and corresponding requirements.’’ 60
The agency’s connection to this cloud computing zone represents a potential espionage threat to foreign companies that
might use cloud computing services provided from the zone or
base operations there.61
• Since Chinese domain registrars and Internet service providers
typically are not vigilant about users employing their services
to carry out nefarious activities against computers outside
China, DGI writes, ‘‘One can speculate that malicious use of
Chinese cloud services may eventually take place at a higher
rate than the cloud computing industry’s global norm.’’ 62
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• Given the widely acknowledged security weaknesses in networking hardware developed by Chinese companies and the
shift toward use of this equipment in Chinese cloud infrastructure, ‘‘it logically follows that use of this equipment may constitute an additional vulnerability in some Chinese cloud infrastructure, beyond the standard ‘baseline’ level of vulnerability.’’ 63
In addition, cloud computing could improve the PLA’s C4ISR capabilities. DGI writes that cloud computing ‘‘could enable more effective and flexible development and deployment of military equipment, while at the same time improving the survivability of the
PLA’s information systems by endowing them with greater redundancy (allowing a system’s capabilities to survive the disabling or
destruction of any individual node).’’ 64
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Deterring Chinese Cyber Theft against U.S. Companies
There are no indications the public exposure of Chinese cyber
espionage in technical detail throughout 2013 has led China to
change its attitude toward the use of cyber espionage to steal intellectual property and proprietary information. Mandiant’s revelations merely led Unit 61398 to make changes to its cyber
‘‘tools and infrastructure,’’ causing future intrusions to be harder
to detect and attribute.65 Richard Bejtlich, chief security officer
at Mandiant, said Unit 61398 decreased its activity for about one
month following the publishing of Mandiant’s report in February.66 Former and current U.S. officials said the U.S. government’s sharing of IP addresses with Internet service providers
contributed to this reduction in activity.67 However, Mr. Bejtlich
said Unit 61398 remains active but at lower levels compared to
the period before Mandiant’s report was released.68
It is clear naming and attempting to shame will not be sufficient to deter entities in China from engaging in cyber espionage
against U.S companies. Mitigating the problem will require a
long-term and multifaceted approach that centers on changing
China’s cost-benefit calculus.69 Congress, the Obama Administration, and outside experts are discussing a number of potential
U.S. actions and policies, including the following:
Link Chinese economic cyber espionage to trade restrictions. An
example of such a measure is the Deter Cyber Theft Act (S. 884),
a bipartisan bill introduced in the Senate in May 2013. The bill
requires the U.S. intelligence community to identify goods it assesses to have been ‘‘manufactured or otherwise produced using
technologies or proprietary information’’ that was ‘‘developed by
United States persons’’ and acquired through cyber espionage. It
calls on the President to block the import of these goods if the
President deems it necessary for safeguarding intellectual property rights or the DoD supply chain.70
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Prohibit Chinese firms using stolen U.S. intellectual property
from accessing U.S. banks. In May 2013, the Commission on the
Theft of American Intellectual Property (hereafter ‘‘the IP Commission’’),* released a report that examines the pilfering of U.S.
intellectual property and presents policy recommendations to address the problem. The IP Commission recommends the U.S.
government ‘‘deny the use of the American banking system to
foreign companies that repeatedly benefit from the misappropriation of American intellectual property.’’ 71 Roy Kamphausen, senior advisor for political and security affairs at the National Bureau of Asian Research and the deputy executive director for the
IP Commission, explained at the Commission’s roundtable the
U.S. government could determine whether or not a foreign company should be sanctioned based on a combination of information
from commercial or government sources, and well-defined bench-

* The IP Commission was co-chaired by Dennis Blair, former U.S. director of national intelligence, and Jon Huntsman, former U.S. ambassador to China.
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marks, such as the results of legal cases in the past involving
the company.72
Ban U.S. travel for Chinese organizations that are involved
with cyber espionage. Dr. Mulvenon suggested to the Commission
the United States needs ‘‘to create a constituency of people in
China who want to succeed but are being harmed by government
cyber espionage efforts that they had nothing to do with.’’ He believes placing Chinese companies and universities involved with
cyber espionage on a list of entities that are barred from entry
into the United States would help to build this constituency.
However, Dr. Mulvenon warned this policy would have to be implemented carefully and deliberately, because sanctioning Chinese companies that are connected to foreign multinational companies ‘‘would be self-defeating in some cases.’’ 73 For example, if
a U.S. company has a partnership with a Chinese company, such
measures might hinder the U.S. company’s ability to do business
with its Chinese partner.
Use counterintelligence techniques, such as deliberately providing incorrect information to cyber spies to ‘‘poison the well.’’ 74
Dr. Mulvenon explained to the Commission this could lead the
Chinese government ‘‘to spend more and more resources actually
figuring out whether things are true or not.’’ He argued, ‘‘The
more problems they have in that system will lead them to begin
to accelerate the trends toward centralization of authority and
decision-making, and . . . I think the goal of our policy should be
to make it as difficult to get a computer network exploit operation approved in the Chinese system as it is currently in our
system.’’ * 75 However, David Merkel, Mandiant’s chief technology officer, doubts the effectiveness of this tactic. He said,
‘‘Those kinds of techniques can be effective in highly-targeted
ways, used by specialists to get some particular result like learning more information about an adversary . . . but as some kind of
broad-based defense or mechanism to change the economics of
stealing digital information, I just don’t see it.’’ 76 Mr. Merkel explained, ‘‘When I go take a look at a large organization and the
challenges it has managing its own legitimate information, and
then you talk about managing legitimate disinformation and
being able to tell one from the other and being able to make decisions based on what happens with it seems pretty far fetched.’’ 77
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Encourage the U.S. government, military, and cleared defense
contractors to implement measures to reduce the effectiveness of
Chinese cyber operations and increase the risk of conducting such
operations for Chinese organizations. For example, the IP Commission recommends measures such as ‘‘meta-tagging, water-

* Dr. Mulvenon said that in China there is a ‘‘bottom up, grassroots, entrepreneurial sort of
cyber espionage framework.’’ He described U.S. cyber espionage as ‘‘top down . . . and controlled,’’
and involving a great deal of oversight. U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission,
Roundtable: U.S.-China Cybersecurity Issues (Washington, DC: July 11, 2013).
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marking, and beaconing,’’ because they can help identify sensitive information and code a digital signature within a file to
better detect intrusion and removal.79 These tags also might be
used as evidence in criminal, civil, or trade proceedings to prove
data was stolen.
Clarify the legal rights of companies, and the types of action
that are prohibited, regarding finding and recovering intellectual
property that is stolen through cyber intrusions. Mr. Kamphausen
said U.S. companies ‘‘need the right tools that afford them the
protections, legal and otherwise, so that they can do what’s in
their own interest.’’ 80
Pass legislation permitting U.S. companies to conduct offensive
cyber operations in retaliation against intrusions into their networks. Such operations could range from ‘‘actively retrieving stolen information’’ to ‘‘physically disabling or destroying the hacker’s own computer or network.’’ The IP Commission explores this
option in its report but ultimately does not endorse it at the current time, because the possibility that retaliatory actions could
significantly impair neutral computers or networks makes this
option undesirable.81
Improve opportunities for U.S. companies to pursue legal action
in the United States against Chinese commercial espionage. The
IP Commission recommends the Economic Espionage Act (18
U.S.C. § 1831–1839) be amended to ‘‘provide a federal private
right of action for trade secret theft.’’ 82 Mr. Kamphausen explained, ‘‘This essentially means you can bring your own [law]
suit. You don’t have to wait for the government to take one up
on your behalf.’’ 83
Shift jurisdiction for all appeals in Economic Espionage Act
cases to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The IP
Commission recommends Congress ‘‘make the Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) the appellate court for all actions
under the [Economic Espionage Act].’’ 84 At present, appeals in
Economic Espionage Act cases are handled by a court of appeals
in one of the United States’ 12 regional circuits.85 The IP Commission writes, ‘‘The CAFC serves as the appellate court for
nearly all IP-related cases, and thus has a high degree of competency on IP issues. Making the CAFC the appellate court for
all [Economic Espionage Act] issues ensures a degree of continuity in judicial opinion. Moreover, it helps support the federal
circuit in expanding extraterritorial enforcement.’’ 86
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Encourage U.S. companies and individuals to bring cases of
cyber theft of intellectual property to intellectual property courts
in China. According to Mr. Kamphausen, ‘‘Enormous strides
have been made within the Chinese legal system with regard to
protection of intellectual property and then enforcement actions
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once cases are brought.’’ In his comments, he indicated to the
Commission these courts may become a viable option for U.S.
companies seeking recourse when their intellectual property has
been stolen.
Furthermore, a variety of potential multilateral measures to
deter Chinese cyber theft are under discussion, including the following:
Expand information sharing among countries regarding cyber
threats. For example, countries could create an international list
of ‘‘bad players’’ to which private companies could contribute information.88
Include standards for safeguarding intellectual property in negotiations of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T–TIP) agreements.89
Intellectual property rights is one of the issues partner countries
are discussing in these negotiations.90 However, the TPP negotiating parties have yet to reach consensus on this issue. They met
in Tokyo in October 2013 to discuss the intellectual property
chapter of the TPP.91 The United States and the European
Union only recently started negotiating the T–TIP, thus discussions of intellectual property rights in this forum are in the beginning stage.92
Finally, some discussions focus on improving the U.S. government’s ability to develop and implement cyber policy as necessary steps to address Chinese cyber theft. Suggestions include
the following:
Appoint a Cabinet-level official to oversee an interagency process regarding the protection of intellectual property. According to
the IP Commission, this step is necessary, because executive
branch ‘‘efforts to protect American intellectual property will involve literally thousands of detailed actions—data gathering and
research, interagency coordination, work with the private sector,
coordination with Congress, and interactions with foreign government agencies.’’ 93 The IP Commission adds this undertaking
will involve ‘‘expert officials across many departments and agencies.’’ 94
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Enhance cooperation between the U.S. government and private
companies. During the Commission’s roundtable, Bruce Quinn,
vice president for government relations with Rockwell Automation, stressed the importance of improving cooperation between
the U.S. government and the private sector to protect U.S. intellectual property from cyber intrusions. Most importantly, he said
the government could provide companies with information about
threats to their intellectual property as well as suggestions for
protecting it. Mr. Quinn would like to see a model whereby if a
company shares information about a threat with the govern-
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ment, the government would later provide the company with a
report detailing its understanding of that threat. He said the
government should provide companies with a point-of-contact for
information regarding cyber threats to intellectual property.* According to Mr. Quinn, this is particularly important for smalland medium-sized companies. He explained Rockwell has ‘‘contacts with the government. . . . But these small- and mediumsized companies that funnel into us, that are critical to us being
successful, they don’t have that access.’’ He suggested the U.S.
Department of Commerce’s Foreign Commercial Service could be
this point-of-contact. Under such an arrangement, the Foreign
Commercial Service would have access to threat information
from other U.S. government agencies. He explained, ‘‘It doesn’t
have to be detailed information, but it has to be enough that
they can sensitize these small- and medium-sized manufacturers
to the threat and make recommendations to them if they’re looking at entering certain markets, how to best protect themselves,
what to look for, what are the red flags.’’ He also suggested,
given the government’s knowledge about cyber threats, the U.S.
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency could partner with
U.S. companies to develop defensive technologies to combat cyber
intrusions and then release those technologies for purchase by
the public.95
Implications for the United States

dkrause on DSKHT7XVN1PROD with KATH

China’s cyber espionage against U.S. commercial firms poses a
serious threat to U.S. business interests and competiveness in key
industries. While it is clear the economic cost of cyber espionage to
the United States is significant, precise numbers are impossible to
calculate. A July 2013 interim report based on an ongoing study by
McAfee and CSIS estimates the annual cost of both cyber crime †
and cyber espionage targeting U.S. persons and entities is between
$24 billion and $120 billion. The report does not separate out the
cost of cyber espionage, in particular, from the total amount or estimate the cost of cyber espionage originating from specific countries,
such as China.96 The IP Commission Report assesses the damage
to the U.S. economy due to the theft of intellectual property by all
means to be around $300 billion a year. Using a range of estimates
from prominent studies of this issue, the IP Commission states 50
to 80 percent of international intellectual property theft originates
in China. The IP Commission Report lists what it appraises to be
the numerous difficulties with calculating the cost of intellectual
* This proposal differs from President Obama’s February 2013 executive order regarding
cybersecurity, in that the executive order is focused on information sharing between the government and critical infrastructure providers. The White House, ‘‘Executive Order—Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity’’ (Washington, DC: February 12, 2013). http://www.whitehouse.
gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/executive-order-improving-critical-infrastructure-cybersecurity.
† The McAfee and CSIS report defines cyber crime as the theft of financial assets, whereas
the report’s examination of cyber espionage is focused on the theft of intellectual property and
confidential information from companies. James Lewis and Stewart Baker, The Economic Impact of Cybercrime and Cyber Espionage (Washington, DC: CSIS, July 22, 2013), pp. 8–11.
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property theft, including using surveys of a sample of companies to
draw conclusions about an entire sector or a variety of sectors.* 97
General Keith Alexander, director of the NSA and commander of
U.S. Cyber Command, assessed the cost to U.S. companies of intellectual property theft to be about $250 billion a year, although not
all the losses are due to Chinese activity.98
The theft of trade secrets is a major concern for U.S. businesses
with operations in China. The U.S.-China Business Council’s 2013
survey of its members found they ‘‘cited trade secrets as the intellectual property (IP) issue of most concern in China.’’ 99 If effective
action to curb commercial espionage is not taken, this problem
might worsen for U.S. companies. Dr. Lewis testified to the House
Committee on Energy and Commerce’s Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations that although, ‘‘for China, there has been a lag
of several years, perhaps as many as ten, between successful acquisition through espionage and the ability to produce competing products (be they military or civil) . . . [the] lag time between acquisition
and the appearance of a competing product based on stolen technology is decreasing, as China’s ability to absorb and utilize technology has increased.’’ 100 This suggests the demand for U.S. intellectual property from within China could increase and with it the
amount and value of intellectual property stolen.
If Chinese companies are able to duplicate technology and products using intellectual property acquired by cyber theft from U.S.
companies, they may be able to compete even more effectively with
U.S. companies in markets worldwide. Stealing intellectual property could allow Chinese companies to forgo some of the time and
expenditure necessary for research and development.101 Beyond
theft of proprietary information regarding technology or products,
the theft of corporate e-mail correspondence or internal documents
can aid Chinese companies in competitive bidding for commercial
contracts.102 In each of these cases, U.S. companies might lose revenue and lay off workers or even go out of business. The theft of
intellectual property, if publicized, also might lead to a drop in a
company’s stock value.103 Moreover, the authors of the McAfee and
CSIS report write, ‘‘Cyber espionage and crime may slow the pace
of innovation, distort trade, and create social costs from job loss.
This larger effect may be more important than . . . [the] actual
number [of dollars lost].’’ 104
China’s cyber espionage also has security implications. Information gained from intrusions into the networks of U.S. military contractors likely improves China’s insight into U.S. weapon systems,
enables China’s development of countermeasures, and shortens
China’s research and development timelines for military technologies.105 In addition, the same intrusions Chinese cyber actors
use for espionage also could be used to prepare for offensive cyber
operations. Chinese cyber actors could place latent capabilities in
U.S. software code or hardware components that might be employed in a potential conflict between the United States and China.
* For the IP Commission’s full assessment of the difficulties in calculating the cost of intellectual property theft, see The Commission on the Theft of American Intellectual Property, The
IP Commission Report (Seattle, WA: The National Bureau of Asian Research, May 2013), pp.
23–30. http://www.ipcommission.org/report/IP_Commission_Report_052213.pdf.
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• The Chinese government is directing and executing a large-scale
cyber espionage campaign against the United States and to date
has successfully targeted the networks of U.S. government and
private organizations, including those of DoD and private firms.
These activities are designed to achieve a number of broad economic and strategic objectives, such as gathering intelligence,
providing Chinese firms with an advantage over their competitors worldwide, advancing long-term research and development
objectives, and gaining information that could enable future military operations.
• China has not reduced its cyber intrusions against the United
States despite recent public exposure of Chinese cyber espionage
in technical detail. This suggests Beijing has decided to continue
its cyber campaign against the United States.
• Developments in cloud computing in China may present
cybersecurity risks for U.S. users and providers of cloud computing services. The relationship between China’s Ministry of
State Security and the Chongqing Special Cloud Computing Zone
represents a potential espionage threat to foreign companies that
might use cloud computing services provided from the zone or
base operations there. In addition, the plan to link 21Vianet’s
data centers in China and Microsoft’s data centers in other countries suggests the Chinese government one day may be able to
access data centers outside China through Chinese data centers.
• There is an urgent need for Washington to take action to prompt
Beijing to change its approach to cyberspace and deter future
Chinese cyber theft. Actions and policies under discussion include the following: passing new legislation or modifying existing
legislation; changing the cost-benefit calculus of Chinese cyber
actors and China’s leaders through sanctions and counterintelligence tactics; undertaking multilateral measures; appointing a
Cabinet-level official to oversee an interagency process regarding
the protection of intellectual property; and enhancing cooperation
between the U.S. government and the private sector. These
would be more effective if used in combination, as they probably
would lead Beijing to make only temporary or minor changes to
its cyber espionage activities if used in isolation.
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